












A1-PT3+GS-9C+GP4900-3

The automatic bag mouth packing machine is suitable for automatic 

sewing of kraft paper bags and plastic woven bags. This machine adopts 

photoelectric control, which can automatically and continuously complete 

the functions of trimming the mouth of kraft paper bags and plastic woven 

bags, wrapping crepe paper, sewing, cutting thread braids and other 

functions. The height of the machine can be adjusted according to the size 

of the packaging bag, and it is equipped with two Frequency converter, so 

that the speed of sewing machine and folding machine can be adjusted 

freely.

A1-PT2+GS-9C+GP6000

GL conveyor adopts cycloidal pinwheel reducer deceleration source, adjustable strut, steel plate 

bracket, adjustable column and other components. 

Suitable for matching bags of various sizes. And it is equipped with three frequency converters, so 

that the speed of the sewing machine, the folding machine and the conveyor can be adjusted 

freely. 

Application industry: ideal special equipment for sewing and conveying bulk materials such as 

chemical, grain, building materials, feed, seeds, ports and docks after canning.

PT2 drive control system adopts two frequency converters to control the folding device and sewing 

head working speed respectively, easy to operate. All electrical components are imported brand 

to ensure the whole machine stability. At the same time, a conveyor power interface is reserved to 

connect with customer's system. The system can be seamlessly connected with other automation 

equipment due to its interlocking function.

GS-9C sewing head is suitable for various materials packing bags. All parts are dust-proof due to 

the completely sealed built-in oil lubrication system, which prolongs the service life of moving parts 

and reduces the maintenance cost.

The whole machine is made of carbon steel, which is suitable for various industries. Movable wheels 

facilitate the machine movement, strengthen the base and ensure the stability. The machine body 

is whole cut and welded plate with beautiful appearance and reliable quality.



GP6000-2 chain folding device is the company latest developed automatic plastic 

woven bag bending unit, which has the characteristics of advanced structure, large 

adjustment range, superior folding performance, simple operation and convenient 

maintenance. It can be comparable with the international advanced one! The packaging 

bag sealed performance is greatly improved after folding by this unit. The package is 

firmed, loose package, missing package phenomena are effectively prevented. It can be 

installed on the pedestal and used together with GK35 series sewing heade and GS-9 

series sewing head. Widely used in the packaging production line of grain, chemical 

industry, port and other industries.

A3-PT3+GK35-6A+GP6000-2+BQJ-D
The overall material is carbon steel, which is suitable for applications in various 

industries. Movable casters are convenient to move the equipment, and the base 

is strengthened to ensure the stability of the equipment. The whole plate is cut 

and welded, with beautiful appearance and reliable quality.

The GS-9C bag sewing machine adopts a sealed built-in oil tank lubrication 

system. It is the fastest sewing machine on the market today. It is suitable for all 

kinds of bags; the speed can reach 25 m/min.

The automatic labeling machine consists of a motor control system, a belt 

conveyor system, and a mechanical gripper system. The start and stop of the 

whole machine is controlled by a photoelectric switch, and its speed can be 

adjusted arbitrarily according to the speed of the production line, which is 

suitable for the automatic labeling of the bag mouth in various industries.

GK35-6A automatic bag sewing machine integrates the functions of automatic 

start, stop and automatic thread cutting. The thread braid and paper tape are 

cut in cutter form, and the cutter width is 50mm. It has the characteristics of high 

sewing speed, low noise, convenient maintenance, long service life and large 

cutting range. It is suitable for packaging bags such as flour bags, sack bags, 

plastic woven bags, etc. in grain, chemical, and port industries.

A3-PT3+GS-9C+GP6000-2+BQJ-H
The overall material is carbon steel, which is suitable for applications in 

various industries. Movable casters are convenient to move the equipment, 

and the base is strengthened to ensure the stability of the equipment. The 

whole plate is cut and welded, with beautiful appearance and reliable 

quality.

The GS-9C bag sewing machine adopts a sealed built-in oil tank 

lubrication system. It is the fastest sewing machine on the market today. It 

is suitable for all kinds of bags; the speed can reach 25 m/min.

The automatic labeling machine consists of a motor control system, a belt 

conveyor system, and a mechanical gripper system. The start and stop of 

the whole machine is controlled by a photoelectric switch, and its speed 

can be adjusted arbitrarily according to the speed of the production line, 

which is suitable for the automatic labeling of the bag mouth in various 

industries.



A1-PT2+GS-9C+GP1360

GL conveyor adopts cycloidal pinwheel reducer deceleration source, adjustable strut, 

steel plate bracket, adjustable column and other components. 

PT2 drive control system adopts two frequency converters to control the folding device 

and sewing head working speed respectively, easy to operate. All electrical 

components are imported brand to ensure the whole machine stability. At the same 

time, a conveyor power interface is reserved to connect with customer's system. The 

system can be seamlessly connected with other automation equipment due to its 

interlocking function.

The whole machine is made of carbon steel, which is suitable for various industries. 

Movable wheels facilitate the machine movement, strengthen the base and ensure the 

stability. The machine body is whole cut and welded plate with beautiful appearance 

and reliable quality.

Suitable for matching bags of various sizes. And it is equipped with three frequency 

converters, so that the speed of the sewing machine, the folding machine and the 

conveyor can be adjusted freely. 

The function of reverse folding is added, aiming at the fertilizer industry to prevent bag 

bursting.

Application industry: ideal special equipment for sewing and conveying bulk materials 

such as chemical, grain, building materials, feed, seeds, ports and docks after canning.

A2+PW+GK35-6A+GP4900

Automatic bag mouth folding and sewing machine is suitable for automatic folding and sewing of kraft paper bags or plastic woven 

bag mouths. Processes such as edge, stitching, trimming and thread cutting. Its air supply system realizes thread cutting. The height of 

the machine can be adjusted according to the size of the package. It can be combined with a conveyor to form an automatic 

production line, which is widely used in food, feed, chemical and other industries.
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AUTO BAG FEEding machine

This model is a special model for automatic bag clamping and bag feeding. It is suitable for working with multi-station weighing 

scales. The front-end bag-clamping mechanism transmits the packaging bag to the bag-feeding mechanism through photoelec-

tric induction, and sends it to the back-end sealing equipment to complete the packaging bag sealing. Work.

Clear the filled bag and feeding to sewing machine Save one operator labor

A bridge between bag filler and sewing machine

DZQ-600

For powders with particles ≥ 100 meshes, a spiral precipitation filter can be configured to recover the powder and protect the 

vacuum pump. This series of multi-functional air-extraction and modified-atmosphere packaging machines have complete functions, 

which can be used for air-sealing packaging in a single room, and can also be used for packaging that is filled with inert gas after 

vacuuming. The machine adopts an external extraction type double air extraction nozzle mechanism, which is not limited by the size 

of the vacuum chamber and has a wide range of applications. It is suitable for the packaging of items with low vacuum requirements 

and high inflatable purity. If you need to pack heavy and large items, you can choose the DZQ-600L/D model. The machine head 

of this model can be raised and lowered at any height within the allowable range. It is suitable for large packages, up to ton bags.
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FBP-4W

Working Process:

Inner bag hot air preheating  →  inner bag heating(4 sets 

heating block heating) →  roller pressing  → folding line 

creasing  →  90°bending of envelope bag mouth  →  hot 

air heating(hot melt adhesive coating of the bag mouth) 

→  roller pressing

Working Process:

Bag mouth cleanning(opetion)  →  inner bag heating(4 

sets heating block heating)  →  roller pressing   →  

cutter:trim bag mouth  → sewing machine:outer bag 

sewing  →  hot melt tape  →  heating( 3 sets heating block 

heating) →  roller pressing

GKS-232D/243D

GKS-14D/16D
Envelope bag sealing machine

Working Process:

Cutter: trim bag mouth  →  bag mouth cleanning(option)  

→  sewing machine:outer bag sewing  → hot melt tape  →  

inner bag heating(4 sets heating block heating)  →  roller 

pressing

Envelope bag sealing machine

Heating sealing machine

Working Process:

Cutter:trim bag mouth  →  PE tape  → Roller pressing  → 

heating(2 sets heating block heating)  → roller pressing  →  

plastic bag cooling( 1 set cooling block)

HS-22
Paper bag with PE lining



Heavy duty auto sealing machine
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GKS-23D/24D

Working Process:

Bag mouth cleanning(option) →  inner bag heating(3 sets 

heating block heating) →  roller pressing → cutter:trim bag 

mouth  →  crepe paper strip →  sewing machine:outer bag 

sewing

Working Process:

Bag mouth cleanning(option)  →  inner bag heating( 4 sets 

heating block heating)  →  roller pressing  → cutter: trim 

bag mouth   →  hot melt tape →  heating(3 sets heating 

block heating)  →  roller pressing

IMS 

BZR-1/2/3
Heating sewing machine

Working Process:

Bag mouth cleanning(option)  →  cutter:trim bag mouth →  

inner bag heating( 4 sets heating block heating:The PTFE 

sealing tape makes the heating block not in direct contact 

with the bag to protect the surface of the bag from sticking to 

the heating block) → roller pressing  →  crepe paper strip  →  

sewing machine:outer bag sewing

Woven bag heating sewing machine

Pulse heating sealing machine

Working Process:

Bag mouth cleanning  →  cutter: trim bag mouth(option) →  

heating(3 sets heating block heating+1 set cooling block:The 

PTFE sealing tape makes the heating block not in direct 

contact with the bag to protect the surface of the bag from 

sticking to the heating block) → roller pressing →  bag cooling

( 2 sets cooling block)  →  roller pressing

FBH-32D/42D/52D
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SEMI-AUTO BAG HOLDING MACHINE

ROBOTIC BAG HOLDING MACHINE




